Circular Economy – How to improve paper collection in Poland?

PROGRAMME
Location: Palace of Culture and Science
Plac Defilad 1, Warsaw, Poland
24 June, 13:00- 17:00

Moderator: Michał Gawrych, Stora Enso Poland

Keynote
Jolanta Krzywiec, Director of Municipal Waste Management Department of Warsaw

Welcome
Zbigniew Fornalski, Director General of SPP

New waste recycling regulation in Poland
Krzysztof Kawczyński - Chairman, Committee for the Protection of the Environment, the National Chamber of Commerce

New system of waste management in Warsaw
Jolanta Krzywiec, Director of Municipal Waste Management, Department of Warsaw

IMPACT Project description
Ulrich Leberle, CEPI

Coffee break

Best Practice in Europe
- Sofia Boente, Aspapel, Spain
- Sabine Scholz, Smurfit Kappa, Ireland
- Helke Janning, RSAG, Germany

Discussion

Wrap up

Networking Drink

Mill visit 25 June
Stora Enso, Ostroleka
Departure from hotel at 8:30, back 17:00
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